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As you know, MVbase is now owned and licensed by Rocket Software (rs.com).
They recently held a meeting for dealers—similar to ArcSys—at their headquarters
in Waltham, Massachusetts. It was primarily an introduction to the company and
was accompanied by a number of future product announcements.
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ArcSys Hot Tip
ArcSys tidbits: Been in
existence for 14 years.
Has 3 full time employees and 3 part time.
61 clients.
11 states.
Serves 184 doctors.
63 doctors utilize Red
Planet EMR.
38 doctors are somewhere on their path to
MU.
Published 162 newsletters.
One EMR client has
searchable visit notes
dating to 1984.
44 clients have a total
accounts receivable of
$15,507,986.77.

Rocket now owns all of the major players in the multi-value data base market.
The $300M dollar company proudly call their 1200 employees Rocketeers and
support 5M end users world-wide. Their growth has come through the acquisition
of various computer software businesses.
Several years ago Rocket acquired the Universe, Unidata and Wintegrate product
lines from IBM. This was their introduction into the world of multi-value data
bases. Once they realized the popularity and marketability of those products, they
turned their attention towards TigerLogic. This provided them with the D3 and
Mvbase products lines, too. Most importantly, Rocket retained all of the engineers and support staff of TigerLogic.
There are numerous high-profile businesses which utilize Mvbase for their data
base environment. As an example, it is used by companies like Pandora (think
jewelry) who has a retail store network of over 1000 workstations and 400 printers.
Over the next several years we will see more tools brought into play to help with
communicating to the outside world. The depth and experience of Rocket will
keep the multi-value data base market active for decades to come.
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What If Your EHR Only Had 25 Doctors? - EMR and HIPAA
(The following was published by John Lynn of emrandhipaa.com. It is reprinted here with his permission. You
can subscribe to his blog at http://www.healthcarescene.com/blog/2014/06/06/new-healthcare-scene-emailsubscription-options/ )
I recently had lunch with an EHR vendor that had an extremely small number of providers. I’ve known this EHR
vendor for about 5 years, so this isn’t a new EHR vendor that’s trying to establish themselves in the industry.
Instead they’ve focused on having a small, nimble team that’s focused on making the EHR work the right way
for the doctors. It’s a novel approach I know, but pretty interesting that his business can survive with so few
providers. Also worth noting is that the EHR is certified for meaningful use stage 2 as well.
Now think for a minute how the development process of an EHR vendor would be better if your EHR only had
25 doctors (For the record, the EHR vendor above has a few more than 25 doctors). Would it be much easier to
satisfy just 25 physician users? Imagine the personalized service you could provide your users.
One of the real challenges I’ve seen with EHR vendors is that when they’re small, they are extremely responsive
to their end users and the end users are very happy. As the EHR vendor grows, they lose that personal touch
with the end users and many of those originally happy end users become dissatisfied with their EHR experience.
The problem with scaling an EHR user base is that you can’t make everyone happy. You have to make compromises that will be great in some people’s eyes and terrible in another person’s mind. What large EHR vendors
do to try and solve this problem is they create configurable options that allow the end user to customize their
system to meet their personal needs. Problem solved, right?
The problem with these configurations is two fold. First, you can’t make everything configurable. Once you go
down the path of making everything configurable, it never ends. There’s always something else that could be
made more configurable. So, the culture of configurability leads to unsatisfied users who can’t customize everything (even if what they want to customize shouldn’t matter).
Second, if everything is configurable, then it makes the implementation that much more complex. I’ve written
before about the need for EHR vendors to have great “out of the box” user experience, but balancing that with
allowing the user to configure everything that’s needed. This is a real challenge and most fail. Just look at the
number of high priced EHR consulting companies out there. Many of them could better be defined as EHR configuration companies since the configuration needs are so large and complex.
Returning to where we started, when you’re an EHR vendor with 25 doctors you don’t have to build in all the
flexibility and configurability. You’re small enough that as an EHR vendor you can do any needed customizations and configurations for the end user. Plus, with this kind of personalized service you can charge a little extra as well.
When you look at EHR development, there’s a spectrum of approaches starting with a fully in house, custom
designed EHR through a fully outsourced EHR that can apply to any organization or specialty. In many ways a
25 doctor EHR has a lot of the same benefits of a fully custom EHR software, but spreads the costs of development across more doctors.
As a business, maybe a 25 doctor EHR company won’t dominate the world. Maybe they won’t have a huge exit
to some other company or an IPO. However, that doesn’t mean it’s not a great small business if it’s doing
something you love. Once you get World Domination out of your sites, it changes a lot of things about how you
do business.

